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GOLDEN  HUNA  PRAYER
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Beloved Presence of the God,  Goddess, my I Am Presence, Mary Isis, Mary Magdalene, Mother 
Mary

Lord Christ, Saint Germain, Archangel Michael, Lord Metatron, Melchizedeck and the mystical 

karmic council

I hereby ask and pray with all my womb, heart, mind and soul to deeply activate the 

golden fountain of Karmic cleanings, renewal and awakening. 

I hereby give complete permission for the higher source of my I Am presence and Karmic 
LORDS of creation to fully clear all karmic fragments, cords, patterns, behaviours,  beliefs and 

timelines from all time, space, realities, dimensions and densities. 

I ask for the Divine remembrance and grounding to be fully conscious in the blessings, miracles 
and magic of this clearing of karmic imprints. 

I anchor into the now knowing that I Am love and I open to receive the guidance, healing and 
acceleration in the perfect amount for my spiritual evolution. 

I ask and pray be taken to the Temple Retreat of Isis as I sleep so as to softly integrate and trans-
form these energetic shifts. I fully unite with the sacred wheel of my life that is aligned to my 

souls’ path and sacred mission. 

I ask for support in stepping out of the karmic Wheel Now. I Remember who I Am. 

Amen. 

(Repeat x three times)

CLEANSING KARMIC
IMPRINTS
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My beloved subconscious mind, I hereby ask and command that you take this thought form 
prayer, with all the Mana and Vital force needed and necessary to manifest and demonstrate this 

prayer, to the Source of my being through my beloved Monad (Oversoul).

Wait fifteen to thirty seconds and visualise the prayer shooting up through your crown chakra 
and into the cosmos and coming back to you. Soak it in. 

Lord, Lourdes, let the Rain of Blessings Fall. Amen. 

Complete with 3 x soft Oms

(Read your prayer each night for 28 nights).


